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When we say we want to bring solar to everybody, we 
mean EVERYBODY. 

We continue to work extremely hard to open new markets 
around the world so that more and more people have 
access to our state-of-the-art inverters. Most recently, 
we’ve expanded to Chile, Croatia, India, the UAE, UK and 
Ireland, Portugal, and Denmark, bringing our total list of 
markets to a whopping 40+ regions.

The sun can be found worldwide, and so can Solplanet!

Join us on our sunny mission - contact your local 
Solplanet team today and let us help you to get the most 
out of the power of the sun.
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More info about the 
company on our web.

Company News

Solplanet shines 
in 41 country markets

Expanding our 
availability worldwide
Expanding our 
availability worldwide

Chile
Croatia
Denmark
Finland
India

Some of our new markets:

Ireland
Norway
Portugal
United Kingdom
UAE

https://solplanet.net/media-centre/


ASW 45-60K LT G3 inverters available 
worldwide starting this summer

Back in our April newsletter, we announced the imminent 
arrival of our latest innovation, the ASW 45-60K LT G3 
series inverters. We are thrilled to share that they have 
finally arrived, and starting this summer, they will be 
gradually available at all our sales and distribution centers 
across the globe. The rollout will work its way across the 
region, much like the warm rays of a summer sunrise.

So, get ready to elevate your solar energy game this 
summer with our powerful ASW 45-60K LT G3 inverters!

Experience higher solar energy yields and unlock the 
full potential of the sun’s energy with our advanced 
technology. Contact your local Solplanet representative 
today to discover how our ASW 45-60K LT G3 inverters 
can revolutionize your solar projects and take your energy 
generation to new heights. Embrace the sun’s energy for 
a brighter and greener future.
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Contact with us,
directly here.
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https://solplanet.net/contact-us/


Solplanet and
NOUSOL – Shining 
together

Earlier this month, our Solplanet Spain 
team visited the NOUSOL offices in 
Barcelona for a targeted training session 
on Solplanet products. They even 
unboxed a few inverters so participants 
could get hands-on experience with the 
easy installation process that make our 
inverters so popular.
 NOUSOL is a manufacturer and 
wholesaler of a huge range of renewable 
energy products, but they specialize 
in stand-alone systems. Their highly 
qualified technical team are extremely 
knowledgeable about solar power 
systems, but now are also experts with 
our award-winning inverters. Thank you, 
NOUSOL, for inviting Solplanet into your 
space and learning the ins and outs of our 
popular solar solutions!
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Fifty Solplanet 
inverters support 
HUGE turkish 
installation

Solplanet inverters have been installed to 
support a magnificent 7.5MWp rooftop 
solar project in Gaziantep, Türkiye, and 
our entire global team is celebrating this 
massive milestone. This is one of the largest 
Solplanet installations that we’ve ever 
seen. General Solar and PV Depo, main 
installer and our client, installed 50 cutting-
edge Solplanet ASW 110K LT three-phase 
inverters to help power Empera Halı, one 
of the biggest manufacturers of machine-
woven carpets in southwest Türkiye, to 
meet their energy needs. This project is a 
testament to the limitless potential of solar 
energy and the commitment of Türkiye and 
Solplanet to a sustainable future.

Click here to watch the video.

Click here to watch the video.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/Cu4Lk-_NV1M/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cu610dKMneu/
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Solplanet and Solar 
Fabrik join forces for 
a greener future
We’re excited to share the news of our 
strategic partnership with Solar Fabrik, 
taking a significant step towards advanc-
ing clean and sustainable energy solutions 
while strengthening our presence in the 
German market.

Solar Fabrik, a family-run company from 
Spessart, has an impressive 25 years of 
experience in the production of photo-
voltaic modules based on German quality 
standards.

Solplanet and Solar Fabrik, with their 
shared values of innovation and commit-
ment to the highest standards of product 
quality and service excellence, have 
formed a strong alliance. This collabora-
tion reinforces our mission of creating a 
sustainable and bring solar for everybody.

Click here for more information.

Solplanet inverters 
now available in India

We’re thrilled to announce that Solplanet 
inverters are now available and in stock 
at Powernsun India! Powernsun is based 
in the Middle East and aims to redesign 
the solar industry in the Middle East, 
Africa, and India. They only accept 
solar products that meet their rigorous 
standards, and our state-of-the-art 
inverters, designed to maximize the 
potential of solar energy, are now part 
of their impressive portfolio of offerings. 
Don’t miss out on this opportunity to 
transition to clean and sustainable energy 
in India. Contact the expert team at 
Powernsun India today to get your hands 
on one of our powerful blue inverters.

Click here for more information.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/Cuj04BHMwYt/
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New sun-sational 
partnership with 
SolarLuna

We’re bringing more sunlight to the United 
Kingdom and Ireland. Solplanet and 
SolarLuna are combining our strengths 
and expertise to create innovative 
solutions for our customers in the UK and 
Ireland regions. SolarLuna is a leading 
solar equipment distributor and provider 
of custom-built PV solutions. With over 25 
years of industry experience, SolarLuna 
has installed more than 75,000 solar 
modules and earned the trust of over 
3,000 satisfied customers.
 
Together, we’ll be able to offer customers 
in the UK and Ireland a wider range of 
products and services, packaged with 
improved customer support and service.

Solplanet and 
Cosmoplas – 
Written in the stars
Solplanet inverters are about to become 
even more accessible in Chile!
 
We’re glowing with excitement over our 
new partnership with Cosmoplas Chile for 
the distribution of our award-winning solar 
inverters. Cosmoplas has over 50 years of 
experience in distribution and can adapt 
quickly to the needs of each and every 
client. Exactly what Solplanet’s Chilean 
customers deserve. Through this new 
partnership, we’re going taking our mission 
of ‘solar for everybody’ to the next level!
 Stay tuned for more information and 
special offers. And get to know our line of 
powerful inverters by visiting the product 
page on our website.

Click here for more information.
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Click here for more information.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cu9V1g3M-b7/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CuRslBYM1cq/
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Solar Industry 
News

There may be a lot to be worried about 
when it comes to the climate, but it’s not all 
bad. To keep positivity high and apathy low, 
it’s important to focus on the good news 
environmental stories too. From wind and 
solar power gaining major ground, to the 
possible elimination of fossil fuels in the 
EU by 2050, and even the drop in the 
deforestation rates in the Amazon, there are 
more good news stories for the first half of 
2023 than you may think.

The Minha Casa Minha Vida (My House, 
My Life) program was re-signed by Brazilian 
President Luiz Inácia Lula da Silva in mid-July 
and houses built under the program will be 
equipped with both solar panel installations 
and solar water heating. 
The program will also support general 
education in solar technology and the creation 
of new green jobs. It’s a great step towards 
making sure that affordable, renewable energy 
is accessible to everyone in Brazil.

Positive environmental 
news story roundup

Brazil’s social housing 
set to bask in 
the sunshine

Photo: Karsten Wurth

Photo: Leonardo Marinho

Read more in euronews.green

Read the full article here.
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https://www.euronews.com/green/2023/07/17/here-are-all-the-positive-environmental-stories-from-2023-so-far
https://renewablesnow.com/news/brazils-housing-programme-to-support-solar-power-828589/
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Join us.

Intersolar
South
America
29–31/8/2023
São Paulo – Brazil
Stand G2.100

Contact us:
info@solplanet.net

solplanet.net

@2022 AISWEI

Technology Co., Ltd., 
Room 904-905, No. 757, 
Mengzi Road, Huangpu 
District, Shanghai, 
Shanghai 200023, 
CN 215011, China

 We are a brand of AISWEI
We bring Solar for everybody
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mailto:info%40solplanet.net?subject=
https://solplanet.net/
https://www.instagram.com/solplanet_by_aiswei/
https://www.facebook.com/solplanetcompany/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/solplanet/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa5ZJFftpNvlyjTEHiiGu1g/videos

